of painstaking copying and rote memorisation, studying under a master scholar.5 Even the simplest cuneiform texts were a challenge to read but most people with a reasonable degree of functional literacy would probably also have been able to muddle through a royal inscription or a passage from a narrative literary text such as The Epic of Gilgamesh, as these genres mostly used simple spelling conventions. However, mastering genres such as divination, healing, incantation, and ritual required further specialised learning: not only technical vocabulary but also highly context-specific spellings.6
Take for example the simple word šumma, "if." An Assyrian imperial bureaucrat could choose to write this as šum-ma, šúm-ma or possibly šum₄-ma (where acute and grave accents and subscript numerals are the modern convention for disambiguating homophonous cuneiform signs in alphabetic transliteration). He would have been expected to recognise all three alternatives when reading.7 However, a scholar of terrestrial or celestial omens, a healer looking up medical recipes, or a performer of incantations and rituals also had to be conversant with the logographic writings be and u₄ -which represent the whole word in one short sign -as well as the Sumerian tukum-bi, written with a long sequence comprising the signs ŠU, GAR, TUR, LAL, and BI.8 Conversely, in everyday contexts the noun amēlu, "man", was almost invariably written with the simple logogram lú. But scholarly genres could in addition substitute it with na, syllabic spellings such as a-me-lu, a-mé-lu, a-me₈-lu₄ or à-me₈-lú, or even the elaborate logogram lú.u₁₈.lu.
In the light of these highly differentiated cuneiform literacies then, what are we to make of the fact that some copyists of scholarly works were apparently obsessed with the thought that others might steal their knowledge? From at least the late second millennium BCE, and regularly from the eighth century BCE onwards, we find injunctions to secrecy, and against loss and theft, on a wide variety of tablets written by a range of different people.9 For instance, in 701 BCE in the Assyrian provincial town of Huzirina, apprentice scribe Nabu-rehtu-uṣur copied out the literary comedy now known as The Poor Man of Nippur, enjoining:
Whoever takes away (this tablet), may the god Ea take him away! At the command of the god Nabu, who lives in the Ezida temple, may he have no descendants, no offspring! Do not take away the tablets! Do not disperse the collection! Taboo of the god Ea, king of the Abyss.10 Over half a millennium later, in the southern Babylonian city of Uruk, the young Anu-aba-uter calculated a Who were these putative thieves, the "unlearned" yet highly cuneiform-literate rogues who would risk the wrath of the gods in order to gain access to such texts? Given the huge amount of time and intellectual labour that the scholars themselves had personally invested in the acquisition of sufficient expertise to comprehend learned writings, they cannot possibly have imagined that a casual reader could make any sense of such a tablet if they had found one dropped in the street. Yet the threat was real enough for genuine concern to be expressed again and again over millennia. This paper attempts to answers the conundrum of the perceived vulnerability of this intrinsically impenetrable knowledge system.12 
Old and New Approaches to the Topic
Assyriologists have sought for a long time to identify the textual features and genres of cuneiform scholarship that attracted protective formulae. For much of the twentieth century, the study of Mesopotamian intellectual history was tightly focused on the production of text editions in order to (re)construct the textual evidence base. It was therefore natural to assume that ancient motivations for protecting works of cuneiform scholarship lay in the texts themselves: that they represented a body of Geheimwissen, "secret knowledge", that had to be divinely protected from outsiders at all costs. Concluding an extensive survey of earlier work in the field, as part of his own investigations into the phenomenon, Alan Lenzi admitted defeat.13 It was "a dead-end," he argued, to even ask why particular compositions or textual genres were marked as secret knowledge, as this label was "applied inconsistently" to works of cuneiform scholarship. One amongst many otherwise identical manuscripts of a particular composition might invoke divine protection, though the others do not. One chapter of a scholarly work might be marked as "secret," the others not. The very parameters of cuneiform esotericism were apparently so esoteric as to be utterly inscrutable, even to the modern ranks of the "learned." More recently, Kathryn Stevens persuasively demonstrated that earlier generations of historians have been missing a trick.14 Rather than treating Geheimwissen as a property of the texts themselves, we should see the secrecy label as just one of several types of protective strategies. Such formulations, she argues, were an expression of "clearly articulated relationships between the professional specialism(s) of the individual scholar and the texts he sought to protect."15 Her case study was the small, close-knit intellectual community of the Babylonian city of Uruk in the fifth to third centuries BCE, where Anu-aba-uter and Anu-belšunu lived and worked. Their circle comprised men from just three or four extended families, each named after an eponymous ancestor, and each specialising in one or two venerable scholarly professions.
Descendants of Sin-leqe-unninni, such as Anu-belšunu, called themselves kalûs, "lamenters," specialists in soothing the hearts of angered gods though prayer, ritual and lamentation. Members of the Šangu-Ninurta, Ekur-zakir and Hunzu clans self-identified as āšipus, often translated rather awkwardly into English as "exorcist" or "incantation-priest" but whose main role was to heal their clients through physical therapy or ritual reconciliation with the divine. A few of the more numerate men in each family also trained as ṭupšar Enūma Anu Ellil, literally "scribes of the celestial omen series 'When the gods Anu and Ellil,'" usually rendered as "astrologer," By this late period, short-term divination through observing the moon and planets was obsolete, as the precise movements of the major heavenly bodies could be determined mathematically. Instead the Hellenistic ṭupšar Enūma Anu Ellil developed increasingly sophisticated methods for predicting lunar and planetary motion, testing them against night-time observations. They also drew up horoscopes for private clientele. Each generation taught members of the next, usually sons and nephews, but also youngsters of the other families, as well as members of the elite Ahuʾtu clan, which produced several of Uruk's city governors. All of these men, and many other members of their extended families, also drew income and social status from prebends, or rights to temple income, in return for a few days of ritual duty a year. 16 Stevens showed that in Late Babylonian Uruk each composer or copyist of cuneiform scholarship chose whether or not to invoke protective formulae in the colophons of the texts they wrote.17 Men with the title āšipu or kalû were most likely to protect works most closely associated with their respective professional specialisms but not to bother protecting those that were intellectually interesting but not closely tied to personal professional identity. This was not a hard and fast rule, but clear trends were visible. In the temple the primary duty of kalûs such as Anu-belšunu, for instance, was to soothe and sympathise with the gods in their times of distress -one of those times being during a lunar eclipse. Knowing precisely when such eclipses would occur enabled them to perform their lamentation rituals with ultimate efficacy. Eclipse tables were thus at the intellectual heart of the kalûs' cultic role, overseen by the sky-god Anu with the great gods Ellil and Ea on either side of him. It made complete sense for young Anu-aba-uter to invoke their protection as he calculated potential times of divine upset.
Yet even Stevens's major breakthrough does not give a complete answer. It does not explain why some individuals and communities did not invoke secrecy In what follows I take Stevens's model as a starting point to consider which scholarly groups felt their written knowledge to be most and least at risk, and from whom. I shall also draw on recent work on the social geographies of cuneiform scholarship, as the spread and status of high cuneiform culture diminished over the course of the first millennium BCE.18
As I shall argue here, the overarching threat was not from below, via the widespread adoption of alphabetic literacy, but rather from above. In the midfirst millennium cuneiform scholarship underwent two major "survival bottlenecks," to borrow a phrase from conservation biology: near-catastrophic events that threaten a population's survival, through significantly reducing its size and diversity. The first of those began with Assyrian king Ashurbnanipal's large scale appropriation of cuneiform scholarship, peaking after the civil war against his brother Šamaš-šumu-ukin in 648 BCE and culminating in the collapse of the Assyrian Empire three decades later. The second comprised a systemic attack on Babylonian temple communities as sources of political dissent and rebellion, instigated by the Achaemenid king Darius in 521 BCE and culminating in a thorough purge by his son Xerxes II in 484 BCE. Although cuneiform scholarship survived both bottlenecks, it was badly compromised each time, and had to adapt to significantly less favourable circumstances thereafter. The motivations and strategies employed for protecting learned writings can only be fully understood, I argue, in this wider political context. The rest of this paper is thus in three parts. I shall begin by considering four communities of textual production in eighth and seventh-century Assyria, which each shared and protected their knowledge to different degrees. In the middle section I expand on the Assyrian and Achaemenid royal actions that resulted in survival bottlenecks for cuneiform scholarship and consider their long-term repercussions. In the final part before the conclusion I look at the strategies of secrecy versus sharing in Late Babylonian contexts. I revisit Stevens' work on late Achaemenid and Hellenistic Uruk, situating it in this wider context. Lastly I come to the very end of the cuneiform tradition in c. 100 BCE. As the very last known practitioners of their disciplines, what motivations did the scholars of Parthian Babylon have to share and protect scholarly knowledge that was widely considered obsolete?
Sharing and Protecting Scholarship in the Assyrian Empire
Two seventh-century scholarly communities exhibit the classic model of sharing and protecting knowledge in cuneiform culture, around a so-called "distributed library."19 In the ancient city of Assur, cultural heart of the Assyrian empire and close to the seat of power, the Baba-šumu-ibni family worked as āšipu-healers, affiliated to the god Aššur's temple Ešarra. When Assur fell to the invading Medes and Babylonians in 614 BCE, the family left behind some 600 scholarly tablets in their city-centre house, about of a quarter of which have colophons showing that they were written over four generations by their own family members and at least thirteen unrelated apprentices.20 Nearly three-quarters of their writings relate somehow to their profession: medical recipes, rituals and incantations; but they also include temple ceremonies, hymns and prayers, and a small collection of bilingual "lexical lists" which explicated the complexities of cuneiform script and the subtle relationships between Sumerian and Akkadian vocabulary.21 Meanwhile, some 430 km to the northwest in the politically important province of Harran, several generations of the Nur-Šamaš family of šangû-priests ran a scribal school for the sons of mid-ranking imperial officials.22 It operated in the small town of Huzirina for at least a hundred years, until it too was abandoned at the very end of empire in the late seventh century BCE. When the last occupants left the building they carefully hid away nearly 400 tablets in the hope that they would one day return for them. This collection includes a similar proportion of incantations and rituals to that of the Assur āšipus, but a smaller quantity of medical recipes and a relatively larger number of hymns, omen collections and literary works. About sixty of the tablets have surviving colophons, written by the Nur-Šamaš men and at least twenty different "apprentices," šamallû. Although hundreds of kilometres apart and serving very different scholarly communities -professional urban healers, imperial administrators aspiring to a cultured education -these two families shared a common attitude to knowledge and who could access it. On the one hand they protected their tablets against theft and loss, but they also made copies for others to read. For instance, Nabu-rehtu-uṣur's colophon to The Poor Man of Nippur, already quoted above, says in full:
Written and checked [(from an original)]. [Handiwork of] Nabu-rehtu-uṣur, scribal apprentice, pupil of Nabu-ahu-iddina, eunuch, for the viewing of Qurdi-Nergal.
Whoever takes away (this tablet), may Ea take him away! At the command of Nabu, who lives in Ezida, may he have no descendants, no offspring.
In the month Addaru (Month XII), on the 21st day, eponymate of Hanani, the provincial governor of Til-Barsip (701 BCE).
Do not take away the tablets! Do not disperse the collection! Taboo of the god Ea, king of the Abyss.23 Likewise, one of the Assur āšipus writes the following at the end of a ritual to dispel the evil of a dog which has misbehaved in his client's house:
Written and checked according to the wording of its original. Tablet of Nabu-bessunu, āšipu of Aššur's temple, son of Baba-šumu-ibni the chief āšipu of the Ešarra temple. (Hunger, Babylonische und Assyrische Kolophone, Stefan M. Maul, Zukunftsbewältigung: Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM Colophons such as these reveal, first, that tablets were copied from other manuscripts, which must have moved from place to place and from person to person in order for this to happen. In the examples quoted above, the details of the original are lost or considered unimportant, but both collections include copies made from manuscripts from Babylon and from the goddess Gula's temple in Assur. There are also manuscripts originating from Nineveh and Uruk amongst the Assur āšipus's tablets.25 It was perhaps good manners to acknowledge one's sources, especially if copying from an individual or institution; and it also helped to keep track of the origins of variant recensions; but it could also be a matter of prestige to have access to material from glamorous, far-away cities or powerful temples.
Second, tablets could be produced precisely in order for others to read them. In Huzirina the recipient was most often Qurdi-Nergal of the Nur-Šamaš family, as in the example above, but tablets could also be intended for more than one person26:
Writer: Nabu-eṭiranni. In Kislimu (Month IX), on the 26th day, eponymate of Nergal-šar-ru-uṣur, chief cupbearer (678 BCE). Eine Untersuchung altorientalischen Denkens anhand der babylonisch-assyrischen Löserituale (Namburbi) (Mainz: von Zabern, 1994), 12-23; idem, "Die Tontafelbibliothek," 195 Amongst the Assur āšipus, however it was much more usual to "quickly excerpt in order to grasp what to do," ana ṣabāt epēši hanṭiš nasāhu.28 As Stefan Maul pointed out in his discussion of the Baba-šumu-ibni family, the phrase hanṭiš (or zamar) nasha, "quickly excerpted," indicates that the copy was made under time pressure for use in therapeutic practice, presumably from an original that had been borrowed and needed to be returned, or which had been copied in situ elsewhere.29
In other words, tablets did circulate, sometimes over long distances -it was a journey of well over 700 km upriver from Babylon to Huzirina, for instancebut under closely prescribed circumstances. Given that tablets could and should move around, it was important to regulate those movements, whether by naming the intended recipients individually, or by warning borrowers not to become thieves. Written knowledge was a scarce and precious commodity: sharing what one had, within socially acceptable parameters, was an important means of enabling access to more, owned by others. Protection clauses reminded members of the group of the social contract entailed in borrowing and copying, and the professional ostracism at stake should it be transgressed.
These markers of the "distributed library," as Robson and Stevens term it, whereby professional and scholarly knowledge circulates within a self-policing community, in both text and in memory, are not restricted to seventh-century Assyria; as we argue in that paper, they are also attested amongst the āšipus and kalûs of Late Babylonian Uruk discussed briefly above.30 However, they are not universally attested, even in seventh-century Assyria. By turning our attention to communities which did not protect their writings with written admonitions, we will get a clearer sense of what this practice meant.
The Issaran-šumu-ukin and Gabbu-ilani-ereš families had produced advisors to Assyrian monarchs since at least the early ninth century BCE, when the main royal residence moved to Kalhu, some 70 km up the river Tigris from Assur. The two scholarly families made their devotional base the newly founded Ezida, temple of Nabu, god of wisdom, on the royal citadel. Here they built up a collection of scholarly writings, stored in a dedicated room immediately opposite Nabu's inner shine. When invaders sacked the Ezida temple in 612 BCE, at least 250 tablets 28 E.g., a-na ṣa-bat e-pe-ši ha-an-ṭiš na-as-ha (Hunger, Babylonische und Assyrische Kolophone, . were still in situ, including around 30 with colophons on them.31 They name men from several generations of the two families -although never both together -but there is very little evidence for training of apprentices, as in Huzirina and Assur.32 As befitted royal advisors and healers, about a quarter of the families' collection comprised omens for divining the gods' intentions for the land and a further quarter consisted of medical recipes, incantations and rituals. There were also significant numbers of hymns and prayers, lexical texts, and royal inscriptions. A further 85 or more scholarly tablets that had formerly belonged to Gabbu-ilaniereš men also made their way into the royal palace collections in Nineveh -a fact that we shall return to, and account for, in the following section.33
Issaran-šumu-ukin's successors fell out of royal favour in the eighth century but the descendants of Gabbu-ilani-ereš continued to serve at court until at least 650 BCE, as royal āšipus, ṭupšar Enūma Anu Ellil and even as senior scholar, ummânu or rab ṭupšarrī (literally "expert" or "chief scribe"; the two titles are synonymous). By this time the king was mostly resident in Nineveh, some 35 km upstream from Kalhu. The palace archives include about 1500 scholarly letters and reports to kings Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal, some ten percent of which are from Gabbu-ilani-ereš men. They advise the king on state affairs through divination, look after the royal family's health, and take care of royal ritual. But the scholars were not always by his side, as chief āšipu Adad-šumu-uṣur explains to Esarhaddon in about 670 BCE:
Concerning what the king, my lord, wrote to me: "Why haven't you sent an answer to (my) letter?" -I had to drive to the palace those rams that the chief cook had brought out for As wealthy and influential courtiers, Adad-šumu-uṣur and his relatives doubtless had homes in Nineveh, but this letter suggests that not all of their scholarly collection was close to hand. It is highly likely that the Gabbu-ilani-ereš family base remained in Kalhu, along with their tablets in the temple there.
The royal scholars of Kalhu, whether descendants of Issaran-šumu-ukin or Gabbu-ilani ereš, display a very different attitude to the protection and sharing of knowledge than their less powerful contemporaries in Assur and Huzirina. They regularly acknowledge that their manuscripts are copies of earlier exemplars but never announce that materials have been "quickly excerpted" from them and never acknowledge the identity of the scribe making the copy for them.35 If they borrow tablets from others, there is apparently no hurry to return them. Nor do they appear to countenance sharing or lending. Just once does Nabu-zuqup-kena describe a work as "a secret of the sages" which "the unlearned may not see."36 The only people that are said to "view" tablets are the owners themselves or their sons. In 711 BCE, for instance, Nabu-zuqup-kena had at least four tablets of divination made for him, all of which end with the comment: 34 ša LUGAL be-lí | iš-pur-an-ni ma-a a-ta-a | GABA.RI e-gír-ti la taš-pur-ra | ina ŠÀ É.GAL a-na ˹UDU.NÍTA˺-MEŠ šú-nu | ša 35 A detailed analysis by Lieberman, "A Mesopotamian Background," 209-10 showed that Nabu-zuqup-kenu of the Gabbu-ilani-ereš family employed several different copyists. 36 ni-ṣir-ti NUN.ME là mu-du-ú là IGI -mar (K 170 + Rm 520 rev 9', an extract from the scholarly and Lieberman, "A Mesopotamian Background," 205 n. 220 are right to assign the anomalous fragment K 11867 to Nabu-zuqup-kena, the phrase on the colophon of that tablet which Hunger reads as […] ˹GI?˺ ZU -a lì-ka₁₅-lim "… may show the learned," seems highly doubtful as it depends on the otherwise unattested reading ka₁₅ for the sign GAR and does not account for the damaged sign at the beginning of the phrase, whose traces do not fit the expected writing ZU -ú for mūdû, "learned." In my opinion, it is more likely to be read as […] he-˹pa˺-a lì-šá-lim, "may he restore the breaks" (cf. the exact parallel phrase in RIMB 2.02.08.05 discussed below in note 39).
Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM According to the words of an old wooden writing-board of Amel-Uraš-liya(?), son of Esangila-zeru-iddin the diviner. Nabu-zuqup-kena, son of Marduk-šumu-iqiša, descendant of Gabbu-ilani-ereš the chief scribe, had it written and checked it for his (own) viewing.37
The only surviving admonitions to future readers relate not to careful treatment of the tablet but to consideration of the quality of the copy. In 684 BCE Nabuzuqup-kena, now an old man, explains that he produced a copy of the scholarly commentary Inam gišhurankia:
For the viewing of Ištar-šumu-ereš my (grand)son. 1 1/2 years ago my vision deteriorated but I hurriedly bestirred and wrote it. The viewer should not disparage (my efforts).38
Similarly, another of Nabu-zuqup-kena's grandsons, Urad-Gula, explains the origins of an old dedicatory inscription he has copied:
Written and checked according to its original. Written according to the wording of damaged tablets. Anyone who views (it) should not disparage (my efforts). (Instead), let him restore the break(s)!39
In other words, these men are concerned more with protecting their scholarly reputations than with safeguarding the contents of their writings.
Only three tablets from the collection in the Ezida have (the remains of) divine protection formulae on them: one written by a junior scribe whose name no longer survives40 and two by an āšipu-healer named Banunu:
Written and checked according to its original. Tablet of Banunu, āšipu. Do not deliberately(?) remove (it). Do not disperse the collection. Taboo of the god Ea, king of the Abyss.41 Banunu is also known as the copyist of three further scholarly tablets found in Ezida, but never gives a father's name or any family affiliation.42 Was he perhaps a eunuch? Although he may sometimes have worked at court,43 he did not have the status or genealogy of the Issaran-šumu-ukin or Gabbu-ilani-ereš men, and may have thus felt the need for divine protection more keenly than they did. Nevertheless, like the Gabbu-ilani-ereš men he did not feel the need to credit his copyists.44
There was just one man in seventh-century Assyria who felt more confident than the royal scholars in the security of his tablets, and even less need to share them. Since at least the time of Sargon II (r. le-u₅-um ZÚ AM.SI ú-šá-áš-ṭir-ma | ina qé-reb É.GAL-šú ina iri BÀD-MAN-GIN ú-kin, "Palace of Sargon, king of the world, king of Assyria. He had the series Enūma Anu Ellil written on a writing-board of elephant-ivory and deposited it in his palace at Dur-Šarruken" (ND 3557; Donald J. Wiseman, "Assyrian Writing Boards," Iraq 17 [1955] : 3-13, at 7).
Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM ing for the priesthood not for kingship.46 Ashurbanipal's literacy and fascination with cuneiform scholarship has been extensively studied and discussed.47 He also made use of his knowledge in the practice of kingship, insisting that diviners send him their observations so that he could check their interpretations and advice against the written tradition.48 There is no doubt that, building on already substantial royal collections, he amassed a vast "library" of tablets and writing boards for his own private use, especially focused on divination, the extant remains of which comprise around 27,000 tablets and fragments now held in the British Museum.49
As the royal citadel of Nineveh was dug primarily by the first generations of Victorian explorers, long before the advent of stratigraphic archaeology, it is now almost impossible to reconstruct exactly what was found where.50 In broad outline, however, scholarly tablets were kept in at least two palaces and one or more temples on the citadel, all of which were ransacked during the final destruction of Nineveh in 612 BCE. This means that even if the find contexts had been recorded to current standards, they would show only the tablets' final resting places after the looting, not their normal storage arrangements.
Nevertheless, the tablets themselves shed a good deal of light on the circumstances of their production and intended use. Let us start with the colophons that Ashurbanipal had inscribed on "almost every tablet of importance in the ... collection."51 Stephen Lieberman divides them into three broad categories.52 First, there are a few surviving witnesses to Ashurbanipal's early career, which end in the "prince" (rūbû) making elaborate prayerful dedications to Nabu, god of wisdom, for deposit in his temple on the Nineveh citadel.53 These are likely to have been written by Ashurbanipal himself. Second, the large majority of scholarly tablets, produced by chancery scribes, are stamped, inscribed or painted with a simple property mark, "Palace of Ashurbanipal, king of the world, king of the land of Ashur."54 Third, a smaller number finish with more elaborate colophons claiming that the king himself wrote, checked and deposited the tablet in the palace ana tāmartišu "for his (own) viewing" and similar phrases.55 For instance:
Tablet of Ashurbanipal, great king, strong king, king of the world, king of the land of Ashur, beloved of the great gods, to whom the gods Šamaš and Adad taught broad wisdom, who has learned and internalised divination, the secret of heaven and earth, the wisdom of Šamaš and Adad. He wrote, inspected, and checked this tablet and deposited it in his palace.56
Here, the "secret" is the practice of divination which Ashurbanipal is privy to, not the tablet himself: it is a claim about his learnedness, not a protective admonition about the tablet. Ashurbanipal had no need to invoke protective measures, for his collection was stored in the high-security environment of the royal palace where no theft was possible.57 More than that, at one level he seems not to have acknowledged the separate existence of the scholars around him who might have wanted access to his collection.
As this colophon shows, Ashurbanipal often presented himself as a copyist of scholarship. However, as the text itself -a chapter from the sacrificial divination series Bārûtu -is written in the same elegant, anonymous chancery hand of all Assyrian royal output, it is highly unlikely that Ashurbanipal physically wrote it or any of the scholarly tablets produced in his name once he was king. Yet supposedly no-one else was involved in their production. Nor was anyone else meant to read them. Not a single one of Ashurbanipal's tablets carries a date of production, and not a single one bears any sort of protective formula or warning to future readers. These were the king's own tablets and no-one else at all was to share them.
Nor was anyone else to be attributed with prior knowledge. While several of Ashurbanipal's colophon types note that they have been copied from earlier sources, they never give the sort of precise information that we have seen was favoured by all scholarly groups we have looked at so far. Instead we find vague statements such as "according to the wording of original tablets (and writing-boards) from the land of Aššur and the land of Sumer and Akkad."58 The whole of Assyria and Babylonia were at the king's intellectual disposal, in other words: no-one community or individual should be credited with particular knowledge, which now all belonged to the crown.
Destruction Events as Survival Bottlenecks for Cuneiform Scholarship
Ashurbanipal's singularly solipsistic view of himself as sole scholar was not intrinsically catastrophic for cuneiform scholarship outside the palace in Nineveh. So far as we can tell, the urban scholarly communities of Huzirina and Assur continued relatively unaffected by his actions: both the Nur-Šamaš and the Baba-šumu-ibni families continued to produce scholarly tablets, and therefore also to attract apprentices and clients, until the 610s BCE. Because Ashurbanipal's grandiose project for erasing the geography of cuneiform scholarship was never completed, it has left clear evidence behind. First, there are the raw materials -other people's tablets -that were still present in the royal palaces at their destruction. Second, there is documentary evidence of the editorial process, which involved coercion as well as compliance. Third, as we shall see in the final section, Ashurbanipal's actions remained in Babylonian cultural memory for over half a millennium after his death and the fall of Assyria itself.
Even -or perhaps especially -the scholarly families closest to Ashurbanipal were subject to his acquisitive passions. We have already seen that 85 or so of the scholarly tablets written or owned by Gabbu-ilani-ereš men were found not in Nabu's temple in Kalhu but on the royal citadel in Nineveh -even though many of them explicitly say that they were written in Kalhu. Lieberman states that there is "no reason to assume that they were part of the king's library" but instead suggests that they remained in the family's possession, implying that they had a residence on the royal citadel (for which there is no archaeological evidence one way or another).60 However, he overlooks an important piece of evidence in the form of an inventory, now in three non-joining fragments, from the royal citadel in Nineveh.61 It originally comprised a six-column list of scholarly works that (formerly?) belonged to named individuals, including a man called Aplaya (who can be identified as a ṭupšar Enūma Anu Ellil from the Babylonian city of Borsippa)62 and Esarhaddon's chief āšipu Adad-šumu-uṣur, whom we have already met above. collection contains several works mentioning the name of king Sin-šarru-iškun (r. 623-612 BCE) (Maul, "Die Tontafelbibliothek, " 204 Adad-šumu-uṣur is named in the first surviving line of a piece that belonged to the bottom of the tablet. Scribal convention dictated that this name marked the end of the list of items relating to him. Because we cannot reconstruct the exact spatial relationship between the three fragments it may be that none of the compositions listed on the other two were his. But if we assume that Adad-šu-mu-uṣur's tablets were listed immediately below Aplaya's then they included full sets of the celestial and terrestrial omen series Enūma Anu Ellil and Šumma Ālu, "including non-canonical tablets, word-commentaries and expositions"; five classic lexical lists; the dream omen series Zīqīqu and the cultic topography Tintir = Babylon; at least eight literary works including the Babylonian Epic of Creation Enūma Eliš and the epics of Gilgamesh and Etana; and presumably other works on now-missing pieces of the tablet.
This list fits well with Lieberman's characterisation of Adad-šumu-uṣur's father Nabu-zuqup-kena's tablets, written in Kalhu but found in Nineveh: mostly Enūma Anu Ellil, as well as commentaries on it and other works about the celestial bodies; Šumma Ālu and other omen collections; prayers and rituals; and Tablet XII of The Epic of Gilgamesh.63 Given the fragmentary nature of the inventory, and the fact that Nabu-zuqup-kena's ownership of tablets can only be ascertained by surviving colophons, this is an impressive overlap. Perhaps they entered the palace collection when Adad-šumu-uṣur died; perhaps he donated them himself.
Either way, such accession was part of a larger pattern of royal tablet acquisition, both voluntary and coerced, from within the king's inner circle and beyond.64 Most famously, huge numbers of scholarly tablets and writing boards arrived in Nineveh from Babylonia after Assurbanipal's defeat of a major insurrection there in 648 BCE, led by his brother Šamaš-šumu-ukin. Seven more inventories, just as fragmentary as the one just discussed, catalogue incoming compositions, grouped, as before, by prior owner and original location.65 About a seventh of the scholarly tablets found on the royal citadel are in Babylonian, as opposed to Assyrian handwriting, and most concern divination, Ashurbanipal's favourite Press, 1992] But, as we saw in the previous section, those origins, so carefully documented by palace administrators, had to be erased and local variation homogenised before they were fit for royal consumption. Akkullanu, šangû-priest of the god Aššur's temple in Assur, oversaw the production of scholarly tablets for a king, either Esarhaddon or Assurbanipal, and discussed editorial matters with him.67 Perhaps the originals that his team copied were from his temple, the most important in the land. A short report from immediately after the war documents local men overseeing captive Babylonians inside the Assyrian palaces, copying scholarly works or reproducing them from memory. For instance, a man named Banunu (who may be the āšipu from Kalhu discussed above), is said to be supervising the son of the city-governor of Nippur who "has completed the series (Enūma Anu Ellil) and has been put in irons".68 It was surely these menAkkullanu, Banunu and their charges -who transformed and homogenised the many local knowledge traditions, as represented by the incoming tablets, into a uniform, timeless, geographically neutral body of learning for the king.
Ashurbanipal's grandiose editorial scheme was never completed. The fouryear war against Babylonia had been vastly expensive and produced none of the usual haul of booty. Cuneiform scholarship may have had huge cultural value but it did not pay for the upkeep of the empire. Textual production petered out, the archives fell silent, the scholars disappeared from court in the course of the 640s BCE.69 Just a few decades later, terminally weakened by Ashurbanipal's rule, the Assyrian empire finally collapsed under the weight of another drive for Babylonian independence, this time fought with the aid of Median and other allies. Assur fell in 614 BCE, Nineveh and Kalhu in 612, while the Nur-Šamaš family probably md MAŠ-ŠU DUMU LÚ.GÚ.EN.NA | ÉŠ.GÀR ug-da-mir | si-par-ri AN.BAR šá-kin | ina É re-du-te | ina IGI m ba-a-nu-ni pa-aq-qid | dul-lu ina ŠU.MIN-šú la-áš-šú "Ninurta-gimilli, the son of the šandabakku, has completed the Series and has been put in irons. He is assigned to Banunu in the Succession Palace but there is no work for him at present" (Fales and Postgate, Imperial Administrative Records, Part II, . 69 See Robson, Ancient Knowledge Networks, chapters 2-3 for more details.
Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM abandoned their house in Huzirina when nearby Harran -now the last bastion of the empire -was besieged in 610 or 605 BCE.
The sacking of all of these cities and towns entailed the destruction, abandonment and eventual collapse of the buildings in which scholarly tablets were kept -from palaces and temples to family houses. All of the thousands of Assyrian tablets found in modernity by archaeologists were, de facto, tablets taken out of ancient circulation. What we can read today is precisely what was no longer accessible to read for later generations in antiquity. All that editorial work in the royal palace at Nineveh, which resulted in the recensions that modern Assyriology takes as the starting point for textual reconstruction, was in fact by and large an end point. The decade 614-605 BCE marks the definitive end of cuneiform culture in Assyria.
Of course we cannot know how many Assyrian scholars were amongst the survivors of this catastrophe. Very many must have died, as witnessed by the abandonment of the Nur-Šamaš home in Huzirina.70 Some were able to start anew in Babylonia and elsewhere, trading on memorised knowledge and rescued tablets to integrate into new communities. Some men and some tablets certainly made it as far south as Uruk in the marshlands of Babylonia, where, ironically, the insurrection against Assyria had originally fomented.71 Independent Babylonia flourished under rebel king Nabopolassar (r. 627-605 BCE) and his son Nebuchadnezzar II (r. 606-562 BCE). As in Assyria, and in earlier times of Babylonian self-rule, there were scholars at court, attached to temples as part-time prebendary priests, and working for private clients and patrons, in many combinations.72 Nevertheless, the sudden halving of cuneiform culture's sphere of circulation, on top of Ashurbanipal's earlier depredations, must have had a significantly deleterious effect that needed to be overcome. Quite apart from the loss of the Assyrian court and elites as a major source of patronage, there were fewer manuscripts in circulation and fewer scholarly practitioners to share (or compete) with.
Nevertheless, the sixth century BCE represents a period of prosperity and prestige for cuneiform scholarship, supported by the Babylonian dynasty's patronage of temples and courtly advisors. It even survived the Cyrus the Great's conquest of Babylonia in 539 BCE. Even though the new Persian ruler was himself Zoroastrian he sought the active support of local temple communities to maintain social cohesion and economic success: essential prerequisites for a solid tax base.73 However, Babylonian uprisings against his successors Darius I and his son Xerxes I in 521 and 484 BCE led to devastating reprisals on the urban élites who had supported the rebels.74 Key temples in the cities of Sippar and Uruk were closed down forever, while others in Babylon, Borsippa and elsewhere were restaffed entirely with loyalists and their economic infrastructures reconfigured. Significant numbers of influential extended families disappear entirely from the cuneiform record at this point; or rather, 484 BCE is the end date of many large personal and institutional tablet collections, whether archival or learned. Tens of thousands of scholarly tablets enter the archaeological record at this point -a second survival bottleneck for the written record, as well as for the communities that produced it, just a century and a half after the first. It represents a further halving of cuneiform scholarship's sphere of circulation, at least temporarily, another dramatic loss of patronage, institutional infrastructure, and wealthy client base.
Some northern Babylonian cities, such as Sippar, seem to have lost their tradition of cuneiform literacy forever, while others, such as Babylon and Borsippa, slowly re-established temple worship and associated scholarly activity. In southern cities like Nippur, which had remained loyal to Persian rule, life apparently continued entirely unchanged. In Uruk, southern power-base of the erstwhile Babylonian dynasty, the aftermath was more complicated. Families close to the old royal line, and thus perhaps sources of new claimants to the Babylonian throne if not active supporters of known rebels, disappear from the historical Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM record. Local elites were allowed to remain and slowly regrouped around a new temple, Reš, with a reformulated theology of the sky-god Anu, over the course of the fifth century BCE.
Survival in a Time of Scarcity: Late Babylonian Cuneiform Scholarship
This, then, is the devastating political background against which we should understand scholarly attitudes to sharing and protecting knowledge in the Uruk temple community with which this paper opens.75 As a bastion of rebellion against Assyria in the late seventh century BCE Uruk then became both a refuge for scholars (and others?) fleeing the north and a politically powerful centre of the new Babylonian regime. For nearly a decade from 627 BCE, for instance, crown prince Nebuchadnezzar had held a sinecure as šatammu-bishop of the Eanna temple.76 After the Achaemenid conquest, as discontent with the new imperial realities grew, Eanna was a focal point for increasing tensions between crown and cult. The temple was wound down early in Darius's reign, leading perhaps to some prominent elements of Uruk society supporting further rebellions on the accession of his son Xerxes. The young king certainly identified Uruk as a source of trouble, removing key families from city power -and perhaps removing them altogether -in 484 BCE. The Ekur-zakir, Hunzu, Šangu-Ninurta and Sin-leqe-unninni families all survived these tumultuous decades in Uruk. When Alexander the Great marched into Babylon in 330 BCE, and then when his former general Seleucus eventually consolidated his own rule two decades later, it is no wonder that Uruk chose discretion over valour, obscurity over proximity to power. From late Achaemenid and into Seleucid times the city's āšipus and kalûs knew very well that they could expect no royal patronage, for themselves or their temple. They were dependent entirely on income from part-time prebendary rights and from personal consultations for 75 Stevens, "Secrets in the Library"; Robson, "The Production and Dissemination"; eadem, "Tracing Networks of Cuneiform Scholarship"; "The Socio-economics of Cuneiform Scholarship"; Robson and Stevens, "Scholarly Tablet Collections in First-Millennium Assyria and Babylonia." For more detail on the differing fates of Babylonian scholarly communities, especially those of Borsippa and Uruk, post-484 BCE see Robson, "The Socio-economics of Cuneiform Scholarship," on which the following paragraphs are based, with extensive references to further literature. 76 Jursa, "Die Söhne Kudurrus," 131.
Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM healing, horoscopes, and the like.77 But they could count on custom and respect from only a proportion of the urban community: Jews, Zoroastrians, Greeks, and other cultures were all part of city life now. It is impossible to tell whether or not Babylonian traditionalists still made up the majority of Uruk's population in the fourth and third centuries BCE but they certainly did not constitute the near-monopoly of earlier times.
In this light, then, the Uruk scholars' motivations for operating a "distributed library" of shared and protected knowledge must have been rather different to those of their Assyrian precursors, even if their strategies appear similar. As in the seventh-century urban scholarly communities examined above, the Uruk men acquired tablets from as far afield as Nippur, Kutha, and Der, as well as from others in their immediate communities.78 They borrowed and returned after "hasty excerpting," they worried about the risks of loaning works out themselves, and summoned their personal gods to protect them. In particular, we can understand better the particular protective measures that Stevens describes for compositions closest to individual scholars' livelihoods.79 Recall from the introduction the astronomical calculations drawn up in April 191 BCE, whose colophon utilises no less than four different protective strategies: The āšipus and kalûs of Late Babylonian Uruk were responding to several types of threats through scarcity. The first was scarcity of royal patronage. That meant they could comfortably discount the possibility of large-scale confiscation of tablets à la Ashurbanipal, but the community memory of Xerxes's destruction of scholarly families, communities and temples must have remained raw. Less drastically but Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM more immediately, the diversification of personal beliefs and religious practices meant that temple worshippers and clients for divination and healing were in ever shorter supply, while inheritance customs encouraged prebendary shares in temple income to be split into smaller and smaller parts. Meanwhile, the Assyrian and Achaemenid "survival bottlenecks" had taken untold numbers of scholarly works out of circulation, meaning that the textual basis of their professions was ever harder to come by.
Cynthia Jean has tracked the availability of compositions listed in the classic Āšipu's Handbook.81 In seventh-century Assur, where junior āšipu Kiṣir-Aššur of the Baba-šumu-ibni family made a copy of it, his family owned about half of the hundred or so compositions listed there (and maybe more if we take long-vanished writing-boards and unexcavated areas of the house into account).82 In late fifth-century Uruk junior āšipu Anu-ikṣur of the Šangu-Ninurta family also made a copy, but his family had about half that number again.83 It must have been painfully obvious to him how many of the key works of his profession were no longer in circulation. In these straitened circumstances it was more important than ever before to hoard what one had, and to share only with a trusted few. Right until the last generation of scholarly activity in Uruk, in the mid-second century BCE, copyists were still writing on their tablets, "He who reveres the god Anu shall not carry it off."84
Meanwhile, the story of cuneiform scholarship in the city of Babylon in the centuries after the anti-Achaemenid revolts is still to be pieced together. However, we do know that Xerxes saw Marduk's temple Esangila as the epicentre of the Babylonian independence movement, and that his reprisals included the decommissioning of its ziggurat, the dismantling of its prebendary system, and wholesale replacement of its senior personnel. There was some rapprochement with political power under Alexander the Great and the early Seleucids, when, for Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM instance, Esangila's šatammu-bishop Berossos (Babylonian Bel-reʾušu?) supposedly dedicated his famous Greek-language history Babyloniaca to Antiochus I in about 280 BCE.85 But this moment of cultural exchange is perhaps indicative of a larger sense that cuneiform scholarship was no longer viable as an independent body of knowledge, and needed to be shared more widely, in new languages. 86 It is probably also in the third century BCE that some elements of Babylonian temple astronomy started to filter into the Greek tradition. 87 The very last known cuneiform scholarly community functioned in Babylon over the period c. 150-50 BCE. Seleucid power and territory had been waning since the early second century BCE, under pressures from Rome to the west, Ptolemaic Egypt to the south, and the Parthians to the east. In 141 BCE, the royal city of Seleuceia-on-Tigris fell to the Parthians, who then set up a new imperial centre just 5 km away. Like the Seleucids before them, the new rulers of Babylonia rejected Babylon, some 65 km to the south, as a royal residence but allowed the city and its now much diminished temple, Esangila, to continue in existence.
Although we are lacking stratigraphically excavated, published archives from this period, informally recovered tablets from Victorian expeditions show that even at this late date Esangila was still a locus of scholarly as well as cultic activity. The famous Astronomical Diaries, the latest of which dates to 61 BCE,88 were produced under its auspices, systematically recording a wealth of celestial and meteorological observational data, as well as increasingly frequent and extensive records of military, religious and political events.89 The Diaries regularly mention sacrifices and rituals in Esangila until at least 78 BCE,90 while a small group of letters and legal documents of the temple scholars who made the Diary observations dates to 127-103 BCE.91 Most prominent amongst them was perhaps Itti-Marduk-balaṭu, son of Iddin-Bel, "gardener, city supervisor(?), overseer of the gods' temples, ṭupšar Enūma Anu Ellil, who had previously attended(?) Hyspaosines the king."92 On 30 May, 127 BCE, the šatammu-bishop and temple assembly formally agreed that his two sons should take over his observational and calculational work. The latest surviving administrative records from Esangila were drawn up for a man called Rahim-Esu in 94-93 BCE, who essentially served as one of the temple's bankers: he managed its income and paid its salaries and expenses, running this operation as a profit-making business rather than as a direct employee. 93 Exactly contemporary with these records are scholarly texts written by members of three families associated with the temple, who also interrelated with each other: namely the descendants of Egibatila, Mušezib, and Nanna-utu. Babylonian scholarly lineages, along with Esangila's prebendary system of priestly duties and privileges, had largely been wiped out by Xerxes in 484 BCE94; these families are amongst the few who survived or emerged in the aftermath. The Mušezib family had been central to the development of mathematical astronomy in the late fourth century BCE and continued to be members of the observational community in the late second, as witnessed by the letters and legal documents A few members of the Egibatila and Nanna-utu families also learned calculational astronomy, one of them studying with Bel-ahhe-uṣur's relative Marduk-šapik-zeri Mušezib.97 Meanwhile Nabu-balassu-iqbi, descendant of Egibatila, specialised in commentaries on various types of omen compilations.98 Three generations of kalû-lamenters from the Nanna-utu family, by contrast, wrote out long ritual laments "excerpted for singing" in Emesal, the ancient liturgical dialect of Sumerian, with interlinear Akkadian translations.99 One of them also trained a member of the Egibatila family in lamentation, which suggests that some of them too were kalûs.100
Nearly ninety scholarly tablets have so far been assigned to men of these three families, nearly half of which have (partially) surviving colophons dating to between 137 and 49 BCE. Apart from the fourteen tablets ana zamāri nashi "excerpted for singing,"101 many more state explicitly that they have been copied from other sources -from one Belšunu's house, from the nearby city of Borsippa, even from magallatu (leather rolls) from Babylon.102 Ten have (partially) surviving protective formulae, across all four genres: astronomy, commentary, literature, and liturgy. Nabu-mušetiq-uddi Mušezib warns, "He who reveres the god Šamaš must not erase my handiwork."103 Nabu-balassu-iqbi Egibatila invokes the god Nabu, fully and inventively:
[He who reveres] the god Nabu should greatly, greatly guard and treasure (this tablet); [he may] not [show] it to anyone who is not the son of a work-master.104
It appears that the concept of the "learned" and the "unlearned" was now obsolete; it has been replaced with a social signifier. Although the exact meaning of the term mār bēl dulli, literally "son of a work-master," is unclear at this late period, it is perhaps related to the earlier mār banê, widely used into Hellenistic times. Liter- Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM ally translated as "son of the good," this phrase is explained by Michael Jursa as a "non-serf head of a household (loosely) affiliated to the temple."105 The word dullu, "work," was a common term for the (now obsolete) labour-taxation paid by temple communities until the early Achaemenid period.106 If this identification of mār bēl dulli is correct, then the permissible sphere of circulation for scholarly writings has shifted from the highly cuneiform-literate to the temple community: a tacit acknowledgement that cuneiform was no longer meaningful in the world beyond?107
Whatever this phrase might signify, unlike their Assyrian and Late Babylonian forebears, neither man articulates what the consequent divine punishment might be. Moreover most scholars in their circle write an even more perfunctory abbreviation of this standard phrase, omitting the offending action itself. "He who reveres the gods Šamaš and Marduk," declare the Egibatila and Nanna-utu men; "He who reveres the gods Bel and Beltiya," invoke the Mušezibs.108 Just what, exactly, the reverent man is supposed to do with the tablet -return, protect, treasure, not remove, not lose -and under what penalty, is never declared.
These phrases, as well as the explicitly stated copying habits described above, make it clear that the scholars of Parthian Babylon expected others to have access to their writings. Yet the lacklustre nature of their protective formulae suggests that they did not anticipate much inappropriate human interest in their writings, and/or did not really count on the gods to provide appropriate protection. Indeed, they seem to have given up on the protective habit entirely by the first century BCE.109 Certainly, at this very late juncture in Babylonian culture, there must have been very few other cuneiform literate communities around. But if they were merely going through the motions, for custom's sake, why bother at all? Fascinatingly, this group of scholars were still acutely aware of Ashurbanipal's long-ago plundering of the scholarship of northern Babylonia, as witnessed by two literary letters copied by members of the Mušezib and Egibatila families.110 One letter purports to be from "the obedient citizens of Borsippa," promising to obey the king's command to "Write out all the scribal learning in the property of the god Nabu and send it to me!" and referring him to Esangila for one particular text -a Sumerian vocabulary -that is not in their possession.111 The other letter is a longer response to a similar royal request for "all the scribal [learning, as much as there is, that is in the possession] of the great lord Marduk, my lord." In this composition, twelve named scholars from Babylon offer to write down all that is "stored in their minds like goods piled in a magazine" in exchange for silver and political favour.112
The historicity of the original letters is still hotly debated, but what matters here is that in Babylon, over half a millennium later, the group memory of this event was still current. However, in this late recounting, no original tablets left Babylonia for Nineveh (though we have seen in the previous section that this was not the case) and no scholars were chained up in the royal palace and forced to work. Instead they offered to transfer their knowledge from memory onto writing boards in return for royal respect and reward. This rose-tinted retelling was a Brought to you by | UCL -University College London Authenticated Download Date | 10/2/18 6:49 PM reimagining of a time in which cuneiform scholarship was still in high demand, when even the world's most powerful king treated the learned with the deference they felt they deserved but had lost long ago.
Conclusions
The costs and benefits to sharing or concealing written knowledge in cuneiform culture were weighted differently in different times and places, according to the opportunities and pressures of the moment. Most simply put, the higher up the social scale the less need there was for scholarly reciprocity. Members of the NurŠamaš and Baba-šumu-ibni family circles in seventh-century Huzirina and Assur took care to acknowledge their sources and copyists (who mostly had junior status), and to return tablets borrowed from others. In turn they expected the same courtesies from others in their intellectual communities. Without such a formally encoded etiquette for sharing and protecting, any one individual's chances of access to the written word were substantially diminished. By contrast their courtier contemporaries, the descendants of Gabbu-ilani-ereš and their colleagues, did not credit their scribes and did not expect tablets to be borrowed or copied by others. Stored in the inner courtyard of Ezida on the royal citadel, under the watchful eye of Nabu himself, their writings were as safe as could possibly be. Only the king himself could assert any claim on them. And this was part of a much larger, longerterm royal attempt to centralise and monopolise scholarly knowledge. Focusing overwhelmingly on divination, ritual, healing, and prayer, Ashurbanipal's vast personal tablet collection aimed not only to diminish other humans' access to learning but to maximise his own ability to predict and control the gods' will.
However, even if -or rather, precisely because -in reality sharing and protecting of written knowledge was socially asymmetrical, it was not possible to admit that truth in practice. Hence the euphemistic worries expressed about "the unlearned" gaining inappropriate access to writings which, as we saw at the very start of this article, would be have been utterly incomprehensible to all but a handful of the highly cuneiform literate. We have also seen how tightly individual families held on to scholarly roles across the generations, whether as royal advisors like the Gabbu-ilani-ereš men, or temple ritualists like the Sin-leqe-unninnis. There was no real threat of untrained outsiders accessing sufficient professional instruction, never mind sufficient social status, to set themselves up as rival āšipus or kalûs to the long-established urban dynasties.
Rather, as we have seen, scholarly communities were most at risk from statelevel threats because cuneiform scholarship was seen to be powerful, and there-fore highly politicised and threatening. For Ashurbanipal in the mid-seventh century BCE, the means to read and understand the gods' will should be the king's above all, and even if he did not intend to deprive others entirely of those means, he insisted on unprecedentedly complete access to the writings that enabled communication with the divine. War against his brother Šamaš-šumu-ukin in Babylonia gave him the perfect opportunity to pursue that plan but also, ultimately, led to its and the empire's collapse, gravely imperilling the survival of cuneiform scholarship in the process. Conversely, 150 years later, Darius and Xerxes were not believers in the Babylonian gods but saw the temples as a source of taxation revenue on the one hand and of political rebellion on the other. Shutting down the latter while maintaining the former entailed the removal of local centres of resistance, both institutional and familial. The scholars and temples of northern Babylonia were again grievously affected. Over the course of a century and a half, cuneiform scholarship's sphere of circulation had halved and halved again.
The scholarly community, ever resilient, rebuilt and reconfigured itself once more. But henceforth it would be wary of too much engagement with royal power, which could veer from the over-invested to the violently hostile. From the fifth century onwards, in the absence of kingly patronage, cuneiform scholarship's real struggle was to find local validation and income, whether through temple affiliation or private clientele. But urban populations now had more choice of divine authority than ever before, and traditional Babylonian learning had to compete with new ways of thinking from both east and west. Worries about protecting and sharing written knowledge were perhaps most acute in the late Achaemenid and early Seleucid periods. But eventually, over the course of the third and second centuries BCE, the shrinking community of the cuneiform-literate accepted that they had lost the battle for status and influence amongst their fellow city dwellers. One strategy was to share their learning more widely, in alphabetic scripts, via mechanisms and to readerships that we still do not fully understand. But on the street and in the (emptying) temple there was now little interest in what these erstwhile experts did and thought, compared to the glory days of cuneiform culture, few fellow-travellers with whom to share it and therefore very little need to protect their traditional writings in the once customary way.
